FCC -Verification

This verification that the following designated product

**Product Name:** Core Power Bank

**Model:** Core, LUX (LUX Power Bank), Maple (Maple Power Bank)

( Product Identification )

It is herewith confirmed and found to comply with the requirements set up by ANSI C63.4 & 47 CFR PART 15, regulations for the evaluation of electromagnetic compatibility. This Device complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules, operation is subject to the following two conditions.

(1) This device may not cause harmful interference and,

(2) This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

**Test Report Number(s):** SZEM160900814901

47 CFR PART 15, Subpart B:2015

This declaration is the responsibility of the applicant

Flashbay Electronics

Blgd b & C Xi Feng Cheng IND Zone, No.2 FuYuan Road He Ping, Village, FuYong Town, ShenZhen

This is the result of test, that was carried out from the submitted type-samples of a product in conformity with the specification of the respective standards. The certificate holder has the right to fix the FCC-mark for EMI on the product complying with the inspection sample.

Jack Zhang
EMC Laboratory Manager
2016-10-17

This verification is only valid for the equipment and configuration described, in conjunction with the test report detailed above. It does not permit the use of the SGS PRODUCT CERTIFICATION MARK

Member of the SGS Group (SGS SA)